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Motility at the micron scale 

Motility at microscopic scales. Antonio DeSimone, SISSA (Trieste, ITALY) 

Motility is the capability of exhibiting directed, purposeful movement. 
 

Motile cells: fascinating examples of motility at microscopic scales (1-50 µm) 
 

Metastatic tumor cells 
(crawling on a solid) 
 
 
Sperm cells 
(swimming in a fluid) 
 
 
Bacteria  
(swimming in a fluid) 
 
 

(fish keratocyte) 

(E. coli) 

(bull sperm cell) 
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Bio-inspired artefacts: swimming micro-robots 

J. Bibette, H. Stone et al.: Nature (2005) G. Whitesides et al., Science (2007) 
polymer film + muscle cells red blood cell + flexible magnetic filament 
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Reynolds number 

Motility at microscopic scales.. Antonio DeSimone, SISSA (Trieste, ITALY) 

η
ρVL

=Re

Velocity (typical order of magnitude) V 

Mass density of the fluid                    ρ	

Diameter (typical size)                       L 

Viscosity of the fluid                           η	


For water at room temperature ρ/η = 106 (m2s-1)-1.  

Orders of magnitude for swimmers: 

Men, dolphins, sharks:  L=1m, V=1-10 ms-1   Re=106-107 

Bacteria:   L=1x10-6m, V=1-10x10-6 ms-1  Re=10-6-10-5 
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Life at low Reynolds numbers  (E. Purcell) 

in a flow regime obeying Stokes equations, 
whatever forward motion will be produced by 
closing the valves, it will be exactly canceled 
by a backward motion upon reopening them 

Re =
V L ⇢

⌘
! 0

(eukariotic flagella, cilia) 
(bending of 9+2 µ-tubule bundles) 

(bacterial flagella) 
(20 nm rotary motor) 

Nature: 

3-sphere swimmer (Najafi and Golestanian, 2004) 

Design: 

Micro-motility as a struggle  
against the scallop theorem 
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Motility at microscopic scales. Antonio DeSimone, SISSA (Trieste, ITALY) 

Positional change from shape change 
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non-linear ODE if 
non-trivial depend. on ξ ! 

x(1) = c− ξ1

x(3) = c+ ξ2
x(2) = c

by transl. inv. 

0 = F = i ·
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@⌦
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Swimming with one formula 

Δc = c  dt = (V1
dξ1

dt
+V2

dξ2

dt
)dt

0

T

∫
0

T

∫

ξ1	


c 

ξ2	


(ξ10,ξ20,c0) 

(ξ10,ξ20,c1) 

space of shapes ξ1 

ξ2	


ω	


space of shapes 

(ξ1(t),ξ2(t)) 

ξ1	
 ξ2	


space of states 

=

Z

!
curl⇠V (⇠1, ⇠2)d⇠1d⇠2

Need to solve infinitely many outer Stokes problems to compute V(ξ) !!! 
V(ξ) summarizes hydrodynamic interactions and swimming capabilities of a swimmer 

F. Alouges, ADS, A. Lefebvre: J Nonlinear Science 18, 277-302 
Lie-bracket generating or totally non-holonomic affine control system 
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Motility = Action/Reaction 
(theory=eq of motion of fluid + eq of motion of swimmer) 

Motility at microscopic scales. Antonio DeSimone, SISSA (Trieste, ITALY) 

u = vDir  on ∂Ω 

vDir  

∂Ω 

Ω 

1. Find u,p in the surrounding fluid induced by swimmer’s shape changes: 

σvisc n  = DNΩ [vDir]    stress, viscous “reactive” force p.u. area on ∂Ω 

Not all of vDir is a-priori known (only shape is given, not position) 

⇢
�⌘�u+rp = 0

divu = 0

on R3 \ ⌦

u ! 0 at infinity.

2. Find swimmer’s translational and rotational velocities by solving 6 ODEs:  
 

 Total (viscous) force = 0       Total (viscous) torque = 0 
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From equations of motion  
to non-holonomic constraints 

Motility at microscopic scales. Antonio DeSimone, SISSA (Trieste, ITALY) 

•  Viscous forces, reaction to shape change by surroundings   (c position, ξ shape): 
 F (c, ⇠; ċ, ⇠̇)

•  c constrained to ξ:  

 
    net motion from cyclic shape change = constraint must be non-holonomic 

0 = F (c, ⇠; ċ, ⇠̇)

•  Equation of motion of the swimmer (no inertia, no other forces but viscous drag): 

ma = F (c, ⇠; ċ, ⇠̇) + F
gravity

+ F
other ext

0= 

•  Viscous forces linear in velocity, but shape-dependence introduces the nonlinearity: 
 

0 = F = Fc(⇠) ċ+
X

i

Fi(⇠) ⇠̇i
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Crawling motility 
•  From swimming motility…. 

 
The scallop theorem          

  
 

Motility at microscopic scales. Antonio DeSimone, SISSA (Trieste, ITALY) 

•  ….to motility by crawling 
 

Is nonlinear rheology of mucus  
 necessary for locomotion ?  

The snail theorem  ?  
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“1D” biological crawlers 

Motility at microscopic scales. Antonio DeSimone, SISSA (Trieste, ITALY) 

Locomotion by propagation of traveling “contraction” waves 

Lumbricus terrestris 
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Crawlers on fluid layers: contraction waves 

Motility at microscopic scales. Antonio DeSimone, SISSA (Trieste, ITALY) 

x1(t) x2(t)x(X,t)=x1(t)+s(X,t)

x
s

v(s,t)f(s,t)

Crawler

Substrate

y

Fig. 2: Forces acting on the crawler.

where µ > 0 is a viscosity or friction coe�cient. Another possibility (see the red dashed curve in
Fig. 3), useful to model stick-slip behavior, is the Bingham case described by

f(s, t) =

8
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>:
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] if v(s, t) = 0
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y

� µ1v(s, t) if v(s, t) < 0

(3.3)

Denoting by N(X, t) the axial stress at point X and time t, the pointwise force balance reads

N

0(X, t) = �f

ref (X, t) (3.4)

and, assuming that no external forces are applied at the two ends,

N(0, t) = 0 , N(L, t) = 0 . (3.5)
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Fig. 3: Newtonian (black solid lines) and Bingham (red dashed lines) force-velocity interaction laws.

Using the equations above we obtain the global force balance

0 = F (t) =

Z
L

0
f

ref (X, t)dX =

Z
l(t)

0
f(s, t)ds . (3.6)
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Fig. 7: A comparison between a crawler on a Newtonian substrate (shown in black) and a crawler
on a Bingham substrate (shown in red) for �/L = 0.25 and "0 = �0.5. The comparison is made at
selected times, whereas the region depicted in gray corresponds to the portion of the worm stretched
by the traveling square wave.

t = {0, �/c, (L + �)/(2c), L/c, (L + �)/c}, whereas the region depicted in gray corresponds to the
portion of the worm stretched by the traveling square wave.

For the selected parameters, the direction of motion is the same for both crawlers, but the dis-
placement achieved on the Bingham substrate is significantly greater than the displacement achieved
on the Newtonian one.

6 Discussion

The analysis contained in this paper shows that exploiting nonlinearities is the key to achieve e↵ective
self-propulsion by shape change when crawling on a solid substrate (or inside a solid matrix/tissue).
When the mechanical interactions with the environment are described by a linear viscous law (Newto-
nian case), nonlinearities arise from the fact that viscous forces are distributed over a region of variable
length. When the viscous resistance is nonlinear (Bingham case), the nonlinearity is associated with
stick-slip behavior. Slip occurs in the region that is being rapidly extended/contacted while the rest
of the body is stationary, and it provides the tangential forces balancing those that arise in the re-
gion of slipping. In both scenarios, large deformations are essential in order to produce appreciable
displacements.

We have shown that, contrary to opposite claims in the literature, it is possible to obtain net
advancement with cyclic shape changes even in the context of a linear, purely Newtonian rheology,
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Using the equations above we obtain the global force balance
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3925Mechanics of gastropod locomotion

regarding the dynamics – including substrate deformation, stresses
and traction forces – were in the horizontal plane and reported in
two directions, either along (tangential) or perpendicular
(transversal) to the motion of the animal on that plane.

Statistical analysis
All statistical analysis was performed in MATLAB (Version 7.4).
Linear least-squares regression was used to model the relationship
between the following pairs of variables: (a) crawling speed and
wave frequency, (b) crawling speed and wavelength and (c) traction
force (normalized to animal weight) and crawling speed. The
Pearson correlation coefficient (r) was determined and statistical
significance was set at P<0.05 to reject the null hypothesis (r�0)
that no correlation exists between the pairs of variables.

RESULTS
Kinematics

Overall movement of the ventral surface
The foot of a crawling slug or snail is characterized by three distinct
regions: the waves, the interwaves and the rim (supplementary
material Movie 1). For the direct, monotaxic-wave gastropods
studied here, the waves propagate from the posterior to the anterior
ends of the animal along the length of the foot, whereas the
interwaves remain stationary in the laboratory reference frame. This
wave train is surrounded laterally by flat regions (the rim) that move

forward at the speed of the center of mass. The constant speed of
the center of mass is considerably slower than that of the waves.
The mean area ratios occupied by the rim, interwaves and waves
over the entire foot area measured in steadily crawling banana slugs,
garden slugs and garden snails are shown in Table�1. The rim region
occupied >50% of the ventral surface in garden slugs and banana
slugs. In general, the wave trains on the ventral surface of garden
snails appeared to be wider compared to those observed in slugs,
resulting in a smaller rim area ratio (40.18±1.85%). The mean area
ratios of the pedal waves over the total ventral surface ranged from
12.21 to 17.59% in all of the gastropods examined. The ranges of
mass of these animals are also reported in Table�1.

The rim, interwave and waves can be clearly identified based on
their distinct velocities, as illustrated in Fig.�8. On the ventral foot
surface, waves of muscular contraction appeared as D-shaped
regions that move faster than the rest of the surface (red regions in
Fig.�8). Consecutive high-velocity regions of muscular contraction
were separated by D-shaped, dark blue regions (zero velocity with
respect to the substrate), which correspond to the interwave regions
of muscular relaxation. The train of waves and interwaves was
surrounded by the rim (pale green/yellow in the upper and lower
portions of Fig.�8), which had a nearly constant velocity that was
equal to the crawling speed of the animal (defined as the velocity
of the centroid of the foot).

The velocity profile of the ventral surface was not symmetric
across each pedal wave. Fig.�9 shows the measured displacement
of a representative speckle on the ventral foot surface of a banana
slug as a wave passes over it (Fig.�9A), as well as the calculated
velocity and acceleration over a period of ~1�s (Fig.�9B and �9C,
respectively). The speckle was stationary before (<0.2�s) and after
(>0.8�s) a wave passed over it. As a wave approached it, the speed
of the speckle gradually increased, reached a maximum value and
then decreased rapidly to zero after the wave passed (Fig.�9B). The
velocity of the foot along the wave was not symmetric and the period
over which acceleration occurred was approximately twice that of
deceleration. The acceleration from zero to maximum velocity
(3.28�mm�s–1) occurred relatively smoothly whereas the deceleration
(maximum deceleration ~14�mm�s–2) of the velocity to zero happened
abruptly.

Pedal wave kinematics
The kinematics of the pedal waves, including changes in wavelength
and wave frequency, in relation to the overall crawling speed was
investigated. Fig.�10 shows the dependence of crawling speed on
the wave frequency (Fig.�10A) and mean wavelength (Fig.�10B)
measured in 45 locomotor events for 22 individual garden slugs.
The overall crawling speed correlated positively with the mean
wavelength as well as wave frequency (P<0.05; Fig.�10A,B).

We observed complex patterns of pedal wave propagation along
the foot of all of the gastropod species crawling at constant speeds.
In the case of garden snails, loping waves appeared frequently in
addition to the forward-propagating pedal waves (note that the

Table 1. Mean (±s.d.) area ratios of the rim, interwaves and waves over the ventral foot surface and range of mass for the gray garden
slug, banana slug and garden snail

Species
Number of

animals
Rim/total area

 (%)
Interwaves/total area

(%)
Waves/total area

(%) Range of mass (g)

Gray garden slug (Deroceras
reticulatum)

20 54.17±2.78 33.62±2.85 12.21±2.1 0.06–0.52

Banana slug (Ariolimax
californicus, A. buttoni)

8 52.47±2.13 30.56±2.37 16.97±2.06 3.26–41.84

Garden snail (Helix aspersa) 8 40.18±1.85 42.23±2.76 17.59±1.78 0.35–7.77

Fig.�8. The foot of a crawling gastropod is characterized by three distinct
regions (waves, interwaves and the rim), as shown in this velocity contour
map of a portion of the ventral surface of a banana slug (~20% of the
length of the animal is shown). The velocity was measured along the
direction of motion of the slug and in the laboratory reference frame (zero
velocity means that the animal is stationary with respect to the substrate).
The waves (red D-shaped regions), interwaves (blue D-shaped regions)
and rim (pale green/yellow regions flanking the waves and interwaves) can
be distinguished by their distinct velocity magnitudes. Notice that the
velocity dropped to zero behind each wave and increased abruptly upon
reaching the wave region. The blue patch of low-velocity regions on the
lower right portion of the first wave from the right was caused by hardened
mucus left by the slug during previous trials.

Snail exp’s by Lai et al. (2010) 

(red dashed curve), where the sign of the displacement depends on the sign of "0; in other words, we
show that, given a stretching history with "0 > 0, the sign of the displacement can be reversed by
simply changing the rheological properties of the substrate, from positive (Newtonian case) to negative
(Bingham case). Furthermore, we notice that in the limit "0 ! �1 the two displacements coincide.

The dimensionless displacement x1/|� "0| is reported in Fig. 6 as a function of the dimensionless
time c t/(L + �) 2 [0, 2] (two stretching cycles are considered). The results are shown for �/L = 0.25
and for "0 = {�1, �0.75, �0.5, �0.25, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1} as black solid and red dashed curves, for the
Newtonian and the Bingham case respectively.
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1
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x1
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Bingham, "0 < 0

)

Bingham, "0 > 0

Newton, "0 = 0.25

Fig. 6: Dimensionless displacement x1/|� "0| as a function of the dimensionless time c t/(L + �) 2
[0, 2]. Two stretching cycles are reported, and the results are shown for �/L = 0.25 and for "0 =
{�1, �0.75, �0.5, �0.25, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1} as black solid and red dashed curves, for the Newtonian and
the Bingham case respectively.

In the Newtonian case (black solid curves), ẋ1 = 0 only for c t/(L+ �) = {1, 2}, and three di↵erent
regimes can be observed at each stretching cycle; for instance, in the first stretching cycle, these
corresponds to the time intervals t 2 [0, �/c), t 2 [�/c, L/c) and t 2 [L/c, (L + �)/c], see also Fig. 4.

Di↵erently, in the Bingham case (red dashed curves) only two regimes take place. First, the
displacement x1 linearly increases (or decreases) in the time interval t 2 [0, �/c), and then is constant
until the end of the first stretching cycle; the same behavior is repeated in the following cycles. We
further emphasize that in the limit "0 ! �1 the results for the Newtonian case and the Bingham case
correspond to each other.

For completeness, we report in Fig. 7 a comparison between the deformed shapes of two worms,
crawling on a Newtonian (black worm) and on a Bingham (red worm) substrate. The comparison
is made for �/L = 0.25 and "0 = �0.5, and is shown in dimensionless form at the selected times

11

ADS, F. Guarnieri, G. Noselli, A. Tatone: Int J Nonlinear Mechanics 56, 142-147 (2013) 
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Discrete argument  
(crawling analog of the three-sphere-swimmer) 

Motility at microscopic scales. Antonio DeSimone, SISSA (Trieste, ITALY) 

x1 = x

⇤ � l1 x

⇤
x2 = x

⇤ + l2

xs

f(s, t) = �µv(s, t)

v(s, t)

Figure 1: Schematic description of the worm analyzed in Subsection 2.

direction of the direction of propagation of the extension-contraction wave.
The swimming speed is quadratic in the wave amplitude, and is obtained
from a perturbation analysis that retains terms of order higher than one
in the stretching amplitude. A linear analysis based only on the leading
order terms (small strain theory) would miss this e↵ect: Taylor’s sheet does
not swim at leading order. Admittedly, in the case of the swimming sheet,
interactions with the surroundings are of hydrodynamic nature and hence
nonlocal. The question is then whether, by using the local approximation of
restive force theory (drag force at a point depending only on the velocity at
that point, just as in (2.1), see e.g. [15]), and focusing on a one-dimensional
swimmer, one may obtain a non-zero propulsive velocity as a consequence
of propagating a stretching or contraction wave along the body, even in the
case when the friction or viscosity coe�cient µ is constant. We claim that
the answer is yes. This leads us to disagree with [23], where it is argued
that systems like ours, in which the friction coe�cient is constant, should not
be able to move on a flat surface as a result of stretching and contraction
waves (quoting verbatim: ‘adequate control of friction with substrate is
indispensable in order for active internal deformation to cause locomotion’).

Although our analysis uses only elementary tools, there are some sub-
tleties, and we proceed in two steps.

2.1 Two shape parameters

We start with a special case, shown in Figure 1, in which our straight worm
x1x2 can be thought of being made of two sub-segments x1x⇤ and x

⇤
x2, each

of which can only deform a�nely (i.e., with a spatially constant stretch).
The state of the worm is identified by the three coordinates x1(t)  x

⇤(t) 
x2(t) giving the positions at time t of the end points and of the special
interior point. Alternatively, and in close analogy with what is done in [3] in
the context of low Re swimming, we can parametrize the state of the worm
through one position and two shape parameters controlling the lengths l1

4

�x

⇤ =

Z

[a,b]2
curlV(l1, l2) dl1dl2

a

b
a

b

l1

x

⇤(t)

Figure 3: Geometry of motility. Level curves and values of curlV given in
eq. (2.7) for the worm of Figure 1. The picture also shows the square loop
[a, b]2 in the space of shapes (l1, l2) (horizontal plane), and the resulting
motion x

⇤(t) (along the vertical axis).
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l̇1 �
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✓
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2
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Oversimplifying the model …. 

Motility at microscopic scales. Antonio DeSimone, SISSA (Trieste, ITALY) 
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f(s, t) = �µv(s, t)

v(s, t)

Figure 1: Schematic description of the worm analyzed in Subsection 2.

direction of the direction of propagation of the extension-contraction wave.
The swimming speed is quadratic in the wave amplitude, and is obtained
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the answer is yes. This leads us to disagree with [23], where it is argued
that systems like ours, in which the friction coe�cient is constant, should not
be able to move on a flat surface as a result of stretching and contraction
waves (quoting verbatim: ‘adequate control of friction with substrate is
indispensable in order for active internal deformation to cause locomotion’).

Although our analysis uses only elementary tools, there are some sub-
tleties, and we proceed in two steps.

2.1 Two shape parameters

We start with a special case, shown in Figure 1, in which our straight worm
x1x2 can be thought of being made of two sub-segments x1x⇤ and x
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x2, each

of which can only deform a�nely (i.e., with a spatially constant stretch).
The state of the worm is identified by the three coordinates x1(t)  x

⇤(t) 
x2(t) giving the positions at time t of the end points and of the special
interior point. Alternatively, and in close analogy with what is done in [3] in
the context of low Re swimming, we can parametrize the state of the worm
through one position and two shape parameters controlling the lengths l1
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Figure 3: Geometry of motility. Level curves and values of curlV given in
eq. (2.7) for the worm of Figure 1. The picture also shows the square loop
[a, b]2 in the space of shapes (l1, l2) (horizontal plane), and the resulting
motion x

⇤(t) (along the vertical axis).

7

curlV(l1, l2) =
1

2

1

l1 + l2

Substituting (2.22) in (2.17) we obtain

ẋ1(t) = � 1

2l(t)

h
(l1(t) + 2l2(t))l̇1(t) + l2(t)l̇2(t)

i
. (2.23)

The net displacement �x1 at the end of one stroke (described by the closed
loop � = @⌦ in the space of shapes (l1, l2)) is given by

�x1 =

Z

⌦

1

2(l1 + l2)
dl1dl2 , (2.24)

just as before.
Moving now to the case of a wave of stretching, we prescribe the time-

dependent shape function

s(X, t) = x+
"0

k

sin(kx� !t) (2.25)

where k = n2⇡/L, n an integer, and ! is the frequency. This is a periodic
extensional/compressive wave propagating in the positive X direction (i.e.,
rightwards) with wave speed c = !/k. Notice further that, in view of (2.12),
(2.25) keeps the total length of the worm unchanged

l(t) =

Z
L

0
(1 + "0 cos(kX � !t))dX ⌘ L . (2.26)

Substituting (2.25) in (2.17) we obtain that the worm moves rightwards
with constant velocity given by

ẋ1(t) =
1

l(t)

Z
L

0
ṡ(X, t)s0(X, t)dX =

�k

2
(b(t)ȧ(t)� a(t)ḃ(t)) =

1

2
"

2
0 c (2.27)

where1 a(t) := "0
k

cos(!t) and b(t) := "0
k

sin(!t). This result is identical to
the swimming speed of Taylor’s sheet, see [9]. The net displacement in the
time interval T = L/c necessary for the wave to span the whole length of
the worm’s body is then

�x1 =
1

2
"

2
0 L , (2.28)

again of the same order of magnitude of body size L, if "0 is of order one.
The displacement is very small if "0 << 1 and the e↵ect is completely missed

1
Since sin(kx�!t) = sin(kx) cos(!t)� sin(!t) cos(kx), we have that

"0
k sin(kx�!t) =

a(t) sin(kx) � b(t) cos(kx) and the wave of stretching traces a circular loop at angular

velocity !/2⇡ in the two-dimensional space of shapes generated by the shape functions

sin(kx), cos(kx). The shape functions used in the first part of this subsection and in Sub-

stection 2.1 are instead the characteristic functions of the sub-intervals [0, L/2], [L/2, L],

see (2.18). We owe this remark to F. Alouges.
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x1 = x

⇤ � l1 x

⇤
x2 = x

⇤ + l2

x

f1 = �µẋ1

ẋ1

f2 = �µẋ2

ẋ2

f3 = �µẋ3

ẋ3

Figure 4: Schematic description of the incompetent crawler of Section 2.1.

This displacement increases as a becomes smaller and in the limit a ! 0 we
obtain

�x

⇤ ! b ln(2) . (2.9)

This last formula shows that, if large deformations are allowed, the net dis-
placement in one stroke can be of the order of b, the same order of magnitude
of the body size. Finally, we note that the geometry underlying the crawling
motility of our worm is the same as the one of low Re swimming, see Figure
3, and it results from the partition of the state of the worm into (a-priori
unknown) position and (freely prescribed) shapes. The former is uniquely
determined by the latter by solving the equations of motion, in which shape
changes appear as data and provide the drive for positional changes. This is
not surprising and is consistent with the remark above suggesting that resis-
tive force theory yields the conceptual link between swimming and crawling,
the two main cellular motility modes.

Before we move on, it is essential to note that a necessary condition
for self-propulsion is that the coe�cients V1 and V2 in equation (2.5) be
shape-dependent, for else curlV, and hence �x

⇤, would vanish. In the case
of Taylor’s swimming sheet and of low Re swimmers, non trivial shape de-
pendence of V comes from the non locality of the hydrodynamic viscous
forces. In our system, shape dependence of V arises because viscous resis-
tance forces are distributed along the segments x1x

⇤ andx⇤x2 of variable
lengths l1 and l2. For a system such as the one of Figure 3, where friction
forces are concentrated at the points x1, x⇤, and x2, or act on rigid blocks,
self-propulsion is impossible (V is independent of l, hence curlV = 0). The
discrete crawlers examined in [23] are of this second type, and they are inca-
pable of self-propulsion if the coe�cient µ is constant. The same argument
does not apply to our worm, shown in Figure 1. The lesson we learn is that
simplifications that impoverish the possible shape dependence of tangential
forces may deprive a competent locomotor of its abilities.
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curlV(l1, l2) = 0

ẋ

⇤ =
1

3
l̇1 �

1

3
l̇2

s0 ⇠ (1 + ✏) ṡs0 ⇠ ṡ

x1(t) x2(t)x(X,t)=x1(t)+s(X,t)

x
s

v(s,t)f(s,t)

Crawler

Substrate

y

Fig. 2: Forces acting on the crawler.

where µ > 0 is a viscosity or friction coe�cient. Another possibility (see the red dashed curve in
Fig. 3), useful to model stick-slip behavior, is the Bingham case described by

f(s, t) =

8
><

>:

�⌧

y

� µ1v(s, t) if v(s, t) > 0

⌧ 2 [�⌧

y

, ⌧

y

] if v(s, t) = 0

⌧

y

� µ1v(s, t) if v(s, t) < 0

(3.3)

Denoting by N(X, t) the axial stress at point X and time t, the pointwise force balance reads

N

0(X, t) = �f

ref (X, t) (3.4)

and, assuming that no external forces are applied at the two ends,

N(0, t) = 0 , N(L, t) = 0 . (3.5)

v

f

⌧

y

�⌧

y

µ

µ1

Fig. 3: Newtonian (black solid lines) and Bingham (red dashed lines) force-velocity interaction laws.

Using the equations above we obtain the global force balance

0 = F (t) =

Z
L

0
f

ref (X, t)dX =

Z
l(t)

0
f(s, t)ds . (3.6)

4
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From general concepts to biological detail:  
metaboly of euglenids 

Motility at microscopic scales. Antonio DeSimone, SISSA (Trieste, ITALY) 

Euglenoid movement 
(metaboly) 
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A swimmer with a twist 

Motility at microscopic scales. Antonio DeSimone, SISSA (Trieste, ITALY) 
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Reverse engineering the euglenoid movement 

Motility at microscopic scales. Antonio DeSimone, SISSA (Trieste, ITALY) 

↵0

z

r
A

�
w � = �/w

B

M. Arroyo, D. Milan, L. Heltai, ADS, PNAS 109, 1784-1789 (2012) 
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Proposed mechanism: traveling shear wave 

Motility at microscopic scales. Antonio DeSimone, SISSA (Trieste, ITALY) 
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Proposed mechanism: traveling shear wave 

Motility at microscopic scales. Antonio DeSimone, SISSA (Trieste, ITALY) 
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